Build Better®

HCB Boardwalks & Marine Structures
The Hybrid-Composite Beam represents an elegant solution to the challenge of building
strong, durable, and sustainable structures that are also affordable. In simple terms the HCB is
a classic, time-tested, steel tensioned concrete arch wrapped in a protective fiber-reinforced
polymer shell. More accurately, as these videos show, the HCB combines the strength and
stiffness of conventional concrete and steel with the lightweight, flexibility, and corrosion
resistance of advanced composite materials with each material utilized in its most efficient
form. This cost effective application of advanced composite design results in an intuitive, userfriendly structural system with the following benefits:
• LIGHTWEIGHT - 1/10th the weight of a comparable concrete structure.
• STRONG & SAFE - Weight, wind, and wave capacities exceed code requirements.
• ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION - Long spanning modular units speed installation.
• SUSTAINABLE - 100+ year service life with a minimal carbon footprint.

HCB Boardwalk Design
Originally developed for Class 1 Railroad spans, the HCB has been adapted or use in all types
of bridges, marine piers, and even protective blast panels. The HCB Boardwalk Design was
developed for Ocean City, NJ to provide a durable, corrosion resistant replacement for their
Boardwalk. With a structural capacity and service life far superior to what a timber or concrete
structure could provide, the versatility of the HCB makes it possible to accommodate a
concrete deck where support may be required for heavy vehicles, buildings, or
amusement rides, but still allow for traditional wood decking in areas where needed to
preserve the pedestrian experience of an ocean-front Boardwalk.
Having been exstensively tested
for heavy
axle
loads,
fatigue,
environmental impact and even blast
resistance, the HCB has already
been
deployed
on
numerous
highway and railroad bridges as well
as marine structures in the severe
climate of northern Maine.
HCB
technology has been recognized by
Popular Science, Modern Marvels,
and every major award in the
construction industry. The inherent
benefits of the HCB can provide
marine structures that will withstand
the severity of hurricane force winds
and waves and provide an ocean front
amenity that will reduce the burden of
infrastructure rehabilitation costs for
future generations.
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